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Abstract Several empirically supported treatments have been identified for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), yet a sizable number of patients are either unable to tolerate these approaches or remain symptomatic following treatment. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a well-tolerated method of modulating neuronal excitability that may hold promise as a novel intervention in PTSD and related disorders. The current review summarizes literature on the disrupted neural circuitry in PTSD and discusses the rationale for the commonly targeted prefrontal cortex (PFC) as it relates to PTSD. We then review the few prior (case) studies that have evaluated tDCS in patients with PTSD (1 study) and other anxiety disorders (4 studies). There was considerable variability in both the methods/justification for selecting the targeted brain region(s) and the tDCS montage used, which obscured any clear trends in the data. Finally, we describe the rationale for our ongoing study that specifically targets the lateral temporal cortex as a method of treating the symptoms of hyperarousal and re-experiencing in PTSD. Overall, it is clear that additional work is needed to establish dosing (e.g., intensity and duration of sessions, number of sessions) and optimal treatment targets as well as to identify synergistic effects with existing treatments.
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Introduction

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) develops in response to a traumatic event and is characterized by an intrusive re-experiencing of that event, hyperarousal, negative cognition and mood, and avoidance [1]. While there is evidence that PTSD can be treated effectively with specific forms of medication and psychotherapy [2–4], 33 to 50 % of patients continue to meet diagnostic criteria for PTSD after treatment [5, 6]. Thus, there is a clear need to identify additional treatments that are effective on their own or that act synergistically with existing approaches to enhance their tolerability and efficacy.

The current review focuses on transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), which has long been a tool for understanding motor plasticity and motor rehabilitation but is also gaining traction as a treatment of cognitive [7] and emotional [8] disorders. For example, recent meta-analyses revealed medium to large effect sizes for cognition in patient populations (e.g., Cohen’s $d=0.42$; [9]) as well as older adults ($d=0.44–0.89$) and AD patients ($d=1.35$; [10]) and similar findings for symptom reduction in depression (Hedges $g=0.74$; [8]). tDCS uses weak electric currents (typically 1–2 mA) to...
modulate neuronal excitability. tDCS is most commonly delivered using two electrodes (an anode and a cathode) that are placed on the scalp according to the international 10-20 system. The electrical current flows from the anode to the cathode. Neurophysiological evidence suggests that the neuronal populations under the anode become depolarized (“excited”) whereas those underlying the cathode become hyperpolarized (“inhibited”) [11] While actual effects in practice may be more nuanced and may depend on a number of factors at the cellular and system levels, this traditional description of tDCS effects provides a useful explanatory framework. The available evidence suggests that tDCS has a favorable side-effect profile, with physical sensations being most often reported (e.g., itching, numbness, and tingling under the electrodes), though these are experienced at nearly the same rate by those receiving sham stimulation [12].

tDCS effects are heavily dependent on electrode placement, and even relatively slight changes in the position of electrodes can cause large alterations in electrical current flow. Non-cephalic electrode placement alters this flow to an even greater extent. Figure 1 highlights these effects by using a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based finite element modeling of the electrical current in each of the studies reviewed below. As visualized by this figure, there is a balance between stimulation focality and intensity. More focal, but less intense, stimulation can be obtained by placing electrodes closer together. In contrast, focality decreases but intensity increases as the distance between (cephalic) electrodes increases. These models also demonstrate that the greatest stimulation intensity occurs between, rather than under, the electrodes. Therefore, the neuroanatomical correlates of the targeted symptoms, ability, or disorder must be carefully considered when selecting a tDCS electrode montage. Fortunately, a considerable and growing body of research has examined the neuroanatomy of PTSD and may prove useful for both reviewing existing research and planning new studies in this area.

Neuroanatomy of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

The “fear circuit” is the most widely recognized neuroanatomical model of PTSD and is composed of three “core” regions: the amygdala, hippocampus, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (PFC) (see [13]). Meta-analyses of task-based functional MRI (fMRI) studies consistently reveal dysfunction of this circuit in patients with PTSD relative to controls [14, 15]. Summarizing the roles of these regions, a hyperactive amygdala is believed to be central to the development of PTSD [13–15]. This up-regulation has adverse effects on the hippocampus [16], which may lead to learning and memory deficits that are typically found in those with PTSD [16, 17]. The ventromedial PFC (including the rostral anterior cingulate) is believed to mediate “reflexive” (or automatic) forms of emotional regulation, which is reduced in those with PTSD [15]. Dysregulation in this region may also contribute to executive dysfunction that is commonly reported in PTSD [18]. The “deep” location of these core structures presents a major challenge for tDCS. As is clear in Fig. 1, the electrical current must first pass through lateral brain regions, presumably causing physiologic change, before reaching these deeper structures of the fear circuit. Thus, an ideal solution to this inherent methodological limitation is to select electrode location based on structural and functional relationships with the fear circuit such that the anode could be used to “excite” hypoactive areas whereas the cathode could “inhibit” hyperactive regions.

Within this context, the nearly 30-year-old dimensional model of Heller and Nitschke [19] may be of particular value for PTSD and other anxiety disorders. This model holds that the symptoms of common mood and anxiety disorders are explained along the dimensions of emotional valence (i.e., pleasant vs. unpleasant) and activation (akin to arousal). Specifically, the left cerebral hemisphere preferentially mediates pleasant emotions whereas the right hemisphere is biased toward negative emotions. Posterior brain regions were positioned to mediate highly activating (or arousing) emotions whereas anterior regions mediate less salient emotions (or perhaps suppress or modulate such salient effects via top-down control mechanisms as suggested by Etkin and Wagner [15]).

Although oversimplified, this general framework for emotional processing may be particularly useful when we consider the symptoms of PTSD (and possibly other anxiety disorders). Higher-order cognitive processes (i.e., executive abilities like working memory) are commonly impaired in those with PTSD [18, 20]. Such cognitive control abilities are critical for regulating the emotional response to intrusive memories [15, 21, 22]. For example, an fMRI study [20] and meta-analysis [14] in PTSD suggest a reduction of cognitive control as evidenced by dorsolateral PFC hypoactivation during tasks requiring emotional control/processing [14, 20]. The left dorsolateral PFC may be particularly important in the regulation of emotion for the following reasons: (1) its putative role in mediating positive emotions [19], (2) evidence of dysfunction in those with major depressive disorder [23]—a common comorbidity in PTSD [24]—and (3) symptomatic relief of depression following non-invasive brain stimulation to the left PFC [25–27]. There is also debate about whether preexisting weaknesses in cognitive control serve as a risk factor for, or consequence of, PTSD (e.g., [28]). Together, these findings raise the possibility that the loss of top-down control increases one’s susceptibility to the intrusive and inordinately distress-laden memories that characterize the re-experiencing symptoms of PTSD. In fact, a recent study revealed that gray matter volume of the left PFC was inversely related to clinical measures of re-experiencing in patients with PTSD [29]. If true, then the data suggest that anodal stimulation over the left PFC may enhance both mood and cognitive control abilities, like
working memory, in patients with PTSD—with the end result being symptomatic improvement.

We now turn to a review of the few tDCS studies performed in PTSD and other anxiety disorders, all of which targeted the PFC. We then reconsider the type of stimulation and the target thereof by providing theoretical data that support a novel approach we are currently investigating.

**Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation Effects in Anxiety Disorders**

**Posttraumatic Stress Disorder**

To date, we are only aware of a single study that investigated effects of tDCS in patients with PTSD. In an uncontrolled case series of four patients (55–65 years old), Saunders and colleagues [30•] used standard 35-cm² electrodes to provide 10 min of tDCS at 1 mA during a total of five weekly sessions. Here, the anode was placed over the left dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC; site F3) while the cathode was placed over the contralateral orbit (see top row of Fig. 1). After these tDCS sessions, the patients underwent in-home working memory training using a computerized program (i.e., CogMed) for 5 days per week (35–45-min sessions) for 5 weeks. Primary outcome measures included a computerized neuropsychological battery (IntegNeuro) that included 14 subtests that appear to target a number of cognitive domains (e.g., attention, working memory, emotional recognition) as well as a measure of emotional functioning (i.e., Brain Resource for Emotional Intelligence Factors). Neurophysiological change was measured using quantitative electroencephalography (QEEG) at rest (to
capture the alpha peak frequency, which was reported as abnormal in patients with PTSD) and event-related potential (ERP) during a visual continuous performance task (to capture P3a, a metric reported as responsive to novelty and abnormal in patients with PTSD).

Following treatment, the authors reported modest evidence of improvement on measures that appear to assess attention and/or memory in each of the patients as well as self-reported emotional functioning (two patients reported increased empathy/intuition and one reported greater self-esteem). However, certain aspects of attention also declined in three of the four patients. There were a large number of statistical comparisons performed in evaluating treatment effects, but correction for multiple comparisons does not appear to have been performed. With regard to QEEG, the authors reported normalization of the P3a in all patients and normalization of the alpha peak frequency in three of the four patients, although the definition of “normal” was unclear. Overall then, the study provides some feasibility data for the use of tDCS in those with PTSD. However, the study appeared to be focused on cognitive rather than emotional symptom change and critical methodological factors (e.g., lack of a control group) limit the conclusions that can be reached.

Generalized Anxiety Disorder

A single case study has been reported using tDCS for the symptoms of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) [31•]. Here, a 58-year-old woman with a 3-year history of medication-resistant GAD underwent 15 consecutive daily sessions of tDCS (5 days per week for 3 weeks) at 2.0 mA for 30 min per day using 25-cm² rubber electrodes. An atypical montage was used where the anode was placed on the left deltoid muscle and the cathode was placed over the right DLPFC (presumably F4) (row 2 of Fig. 1). The non-cephalic site on the left (or contralateral) deltoid muscle is a common procedure when trying to avoid undesired modulatory effects on the brain. In this case, the authors presumably intended to (theoretically) only “inhibit” the right DLPFC and minimize “excitatory” anodal effects. The authors selected this montage based on prior studies that found symptomatic improvement in GAD, panic disorder, and MDD following low-frequency TMS (which decreases cortical excitability) to the right DLPFC. Consistent with our neuroanatomical discussion above, the group hypothesized that cathodal stimulation may serve to modulate other structures critical in the pathogenesis of GAD, such as the medial PFC, amygdala, and insula. Following these 15 sessions, the patient demonstrated a substantial reduction in anxiety and these benefits persisted at a 45-day follow-up. As such, this study provides preliminary (albeit uncontrolled) evidence that cathodal tDCS over the left PFC may correctively modulate extended neural networks responsible for symptoms of GAD (and possibly other anxiety disorders).

Panic Disorder

A single case study applied tDCS to treat a 44-year-old female with a 3-year history of medication-resistant panic disorder [32•]. The same montage was used as in the patient with GAD (anode on left deltoid, cathode over right DLPFC). Stimulation was provided at 2 mA for 30 min per day over 10 days (5 days per week for 2 weeks) using 25-cm² electrodes. The patient was reportedly asymptomatic on treatment day 10 and remained so at a 30-day follow-up.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

Two studies have evaluated efficacy of tDCS in reducing symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). The first study [33•] used both tDCS and repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in a 35-year-old patient with a 23-year history of treatment-resistant OCD. At the time of the study, the patient also met criteria for GAD and a major depressive episode. Prior to tDCS and rTMS, the patient underwent fMRI, which reportedly revealed hyperactivation of the left and hypoactivation of the right PFC relative to a group of 10 demographically comparable controls (the analytic methods appear somewhat atypical as functional runs were collected during the resting state, but the magnitude of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal was examined as in task-based paradigms). Using these findings, the authors elected to provide inhibitory stimulation (i.e., cathodal tDCS; low-frequency rTMS) to the left DLPFC. The patient first completed 10 sessions (5 days per week for 2 weeks) of tDCS (2 mA for 20 min using 35 cm² electrodes) and, then, a comparable 10-session course of rTMS. For tDCS, the anode was placed on the posterior neck base (row 3 of Fig. 1). Symptoms of OCD did not change following this combined treatment approach. Although symptoms of depression and anxiety showed some decline after tDCS, which were accompanied by complex shifts in resting-state functional connectivity, these symptoms ultimately returned to baseline after rTMS. Thus, it is unclear whether rTMS effects counteracted the initial improvements following tDCS or whether these changes were merely due to non-specific factors (e.g., expectation effects).

In a more recent study, Narayanaswamy and colleagues [34•] administered 2 mA of stimulation for 20 min, twice per day, for 10 days to two patients with OCD. The first case was a 39-year-old female with a 5-year history of treatment-resistant OCD. The second case was a 24-year-old male with a 3-year history of medication-resistant OCD and comorbid social anxiety disorder and mild symptoms of depression. The
authors selected the pre-supplementary motor area/supplementary motor area (pre-SMA/SMA) as a target for tDCS, based on evidence of (1) hypoactivation in OCD and (2) knowledge that pre-SMA inhibits striatal functioning, which is believed to become hyperactive and contribute to the pathogenesis of OCD. Therefore, the anode was placed over Fz² (a site along the midline of the head) and the cathode over the right supraorbit (row 4 of Fig. 1). Both patients showed significant symptom reduction following tDCS, with 40% (case 1) and 46% (case 2) reduction in OCD symptoms. This improvement was sustained at follow-ups of 1–2 months. Case 1 demonstrated significantly increased BOLD signal in the left pre-SMA/SMA on day 10 relative to pre-treatment during an inhibitory control task, providing support for the hypothesized neocortical-subcortical interactions.

Overall then, we were able to identify a total of nine patients who suffered from anxiety disorders and who were treated with tDCS to varying levels of success. Treatment parameters varied, especially with regard to stimulation montage and treatment duration. However, there may be a trend in the data where the most beneficial effects were found when the cathode was placed over the right hemisphere (e.g., [31, 32, 34]). These findings are especially intriguing within the context of our theoretical framework presented in the next section.

**An Alternative Approach to Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder**

The preliminary findings of symptomatic relief after cathodal stimulation of the right PFC are generally consistent with Heller and Nitsche's [19] model (i.e., that the right hemisphere preferentially mediates negative emotions). PTSD is characterized by hyperarousal and a re-experiencing of traumatic events; symptoms that are consistent with those the model posits are related to the right temporoparietal cortex. Several complementary lines of evidence support this relationship. First, histopathological studies revealed robust and direct reciprocal connections between the amygdala, insula, and lateral temporal cortex (LTC) in macaque monkeys [35, 36, 37–39]. Likewise, neuroimaging has revealed that these structures are part of the same functional network [40, 41]. Taken together, these findings indicate that the amygdala, insula, and LTC form a feedback loop. Second, classic work from over 50 years ago documented that direct electrical stimulation of the LTC during neurosurgery elicited vivid, multisensory, autobiographical “flashbacks” [42], as would be expected with traumatic memories. A more recent study revealed that the structural integrity of the LTC was related to the frequency of traumatic flashbacks in patients with PTSD [43], suggesting that compromise of the LTC component of the abovementioned loop may also facilitate the characteristic amygdala hyperactivity. Third, an fMRI study demonstrated significantly greater activation in the LTC as participants viewed traumatic events that were subsequently remembered relative to those later forgotten [44]. Such results are consistent with meta-analytic findings of LTC and insular hyperactivation during task performance in patients with PTSD and other anxiety disorders [15] as well as recent studies showing a right hemisphere bias toward negative/aversive emotional processing in these areas [45, 46]. These findings suggest that the LTC plays a critical role in both the formation and retention/re-experiencing of traumatic memories. Fourth, patients with PTSD demonstrate abnormal functioning in the LTC. For example, resting-state magnetoencephalography revealed hyperactivity within the right LTC in Veterans with PTSD relative to Veterans without [47]. Important from a treatment standpoint was that activity in this area was attenuated in those who no longer met criteria for PTSD [47]. fMRI studies also report hyperconnectivity within the regions comprising the LTC in trauma survivors with PTSD relative to survivors without PTSD [48]. Additionally, compared to Veterans without, Veterans with PTSD demonstrate greater connectivity between the LTC and the amygdala [49] as well as a positive relationship between symptoms of re-experiencing and the strength of connectivity between the LTC and insula [50]. Together, these findings support the premise that the LTC is dysfunctional in those with PTSD and that this dysfunction is directly related to the hallmark symptoms of hyperarousal and re-experiencing.

Using this framework, we are currently conducting a study (clinical trial #NCT02442843) that uses cathodal stimulation to inhibit (or otherwise disrupt) the right LTC and associated interactions with the amygdala (and functionally related regions like the insula). In our study, Combat Veterans with PTSD undergo baseline emotional and neuropsychological evaluations as well as resting-state fMRI (among other sequences). Participants then complete up to 10 high-definition (HD) tDCS sessions (2 mA for 20 min) where the center electrode is placed at T8 and the ring electrodes are placed at F8, C4, P8, and EX10 (bottom row of Fig. 1). HD-tDCS uses a 4×1 ring configuration in which the central electrode is surrounded by four electrodes of the opposite polarity [51, 52]. Practically, this means that the “ring” electrodes each use about one fourth of the electrical current while the central electrode uses the full amount. This approach limits the direct modulation effects to the area of the four-electrode ring (see [52]) and presumably minimizes the confounding physiological effects of the ring electrodes. The baseline evaluations, including fMRI, are repeated following HD-tDCS in order to evaluate stimulation effects at both the behavioral and neurophysiological levels. We predict that HD-tDCS to the right LTC will specifically reduce symptoms of hyperarousal and re-experiencing of the traumatic event(s), modulate functional connectivity with the amygdala and insula, and have indirect...
effects on the PFC (perhaps enhancing top-down cognitive control).

Conclusions

The literature evaluating the use of tDCS in treating PTSD and other anxiety disorders is in its infancy. Early studies reviewed above suggest that tDCS holds potential as a treatment, either on its own or in combination with extant forms of treatment. tDCS has several advantages including its ease of administration, cost-effectiveness, and favorable safety profile, all of which support its potential in treating these disorders. However, the growing interest in this tool needs to be accompanied by methodologically rigorous studies into the symptomatic and neurophysiological changes associated with its use. Early studies have primarily utilized the PFC as a stimulation site, capitalizing on its convenient geography and its broad role in cognitive and emotional control circuitry. Future studies should continue to explore the efficacy of alternative stimulation sites in addition to factors like the intensity and duration of stimulation and number of sessions needed to induce an effect (i.e., dose-response relationships). It is important to evaluate the effects of individual morphology and physiology on electrode montage since both of these factors may affect electrical current flow and the effects thereof. Finally, it may be worthwhile to integrate dimensional models, like the Research Doman Criteria (https://www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml), when selecting patients and determining electrode placement since this may provide greater flexibility in targeting the patient’s most troubling symptoms relative to traditional diagnostic categories. A symptom-driven approach could also be applied retrospectively once sufficient data have been collected in order to identify those who benefit most from tDCS. Finally, it would be worthwhile to evaluate combined effects of tDCS and existing treatments to determine any synergistic effects. While tDCS holds promise in those with anxiety disorders, it is clear that considerably more work is needed to realize this potential.
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